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METHOD AND UNIT FOR DRIVING 
PIEZOELECTRIC TRANSFORMER USED FOR 

CONTROLLING LUMINANCE OF 
COLD-CATHODE TUBE 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0002] The present invention relates generally to a method 
and unit for driving a piezoelectric transformer used in 
various high-voltage transformer assemblies. 

[0003] 2. Related Background Art 

[0004] FIG. 14 shoWs a con?guration of a Rosen-type 
piezoelectric transformer that is a typical con?guration of 
conventional pieZoelectric transformers. This pieZoelectric 
transformer has advantages of, for example, having a 
smaller siZe than that of an electromagnetic transformer, 
being incombustible, and generating no noise caused by 
electromagnetic induction. 

[0005] In FIG. 14, a portion indicated With numeral 1 is 
a loW impedance portion of the pieZoelectric transformer 
and functions as an input part When the pieZoelectric trans 
former is used for voltage step-up. The loW impedance 
portion 1 is polariZed in the thickness direction (PD), and 
electrodes 3U and 3D are disposed on its principal planes in 
the thickness direction. On the other hand, a portion indi 
cated With a numeral 2 is a high impedance portion and 
functions as an output part When the pieZoelectric trans 
former is used for voltage step-up. The high impedance 
portion 2 is polariZed in the longitudinal direction (PL) and 
an electrode 4 is disposed on an end face in the longitudinal 
direction. 

[0006] A pieZoelectric transformer as shoWn in FIG. 14 
has characteristics that a very high step-up ratio can be 
obtained under an in?nite load and the step-up ratio 
decreases With reduction in load. Due to those characteris 
tics, recently such a pieZoelectric transformer has been used 
as a poWer supply for a cold-cathode tube. An inverter With 
a pieZoelectric transformer can generate a high voltage 
ef?ciently. 

[0007] FIG. 15 is a block diagram shoWing a con?gura 
tion of a conventional self-oscillation type drive for a 
pieZoelectric transformer. In FIG. 15, numeral 13 indicates 
a variable oscillation circuit for producing a variable-fre 
quency voltage signal. A voltage signal output from the 
variable oscillation circuit 13 generally has a pulse Wave 
form. A high-frequency component in the voltage signal is 
removed by a Wave shaping circuit 11 and thus the voltage 
signal is converted into an AC signal With a substantially 
sinusoidal Waveform. An output signal from the Wave shap 
ing circuit 11 is converted to a voltage, the voltage is 
ampli?ed to a suf?cient level to drive a pieZoelectric trans 
former 10 by a drive circuit 12, and then the voltage thus 
ampli?ed is input to one primary side electrode 3U of the 
pieZoelectric transformer 10. The other primary side elec 
trode 3D of the pieZoelectric transformer 10 is connected to 
a ground potential. A voltage stepped up by a pieZoelectric 
effect of the pieZoelectric transformer 10 is output from the 
secondary side electrode 4. 

[0008] A high voltage output from the secondary side 
electrode is applied to a series circuit including a cold 
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cathode tube 17 and a feedback resistance 18 and to an 
overvoltage protection circuit section 20. The overvoltage 
protection circuit section 20 includes resistances 19a and 
19b and a comparing circuit 15. The comparing circuit 15 
compares a voltage obtained through division by the resis 
tances 19a and 19b With a reference voltage Vref1. The 
comparing circuit 15 outputs a signal to an oscillation 
control circuit 14 so that the high voltage output from the 
secondary side electrode 4 of the pieZoelectric transformer is 
prevented from rising beyond a preset voltage determined 
depending on the reference voltage Vref1. This overvoltage 
protection circuit section 20 does not operate during emis 
sion by the cold-cathode tube 17. 

[0009] A voltage generated at both ends of the feedback 
resistance 18 by a current ?oWing in the series circuit 
including the cold-cathode tube 17 and the feedback resis 
tance 18 is applied to one input terminal of a comparing 
circuit 16 as a feedback voltage. The comparing circuit 16 
compares the feedback voltage With a reference voltage 
Vref2 applied to the other input terminal and sends a signal 
to the oscillation control circuit 14 so that a substantially 
constant current ?oWs in the cold-cathode tube 17. 

[0010] The oscillation control circuit 14 outputs a signal to 
the variable oscillation circuit 13 to alloW the variable 
oscillation circuit 13 to oscillate at a frequency correspond 
ing to the output signal from the comparing circuit 16. This 
comparing circuit 16 does not operate before a start of 
emission by the cold-cathode tube 17. 

[0011] Thus, the cold-cathode tube 17 emits light stably. In 
the case Where the pieZoelectric transformer is driven by a 
self-oscillation system, even When the resonance frequency 
of the pieZoelectric transformer varies depending on tem 
peratures, a drive frequency automatically folloWs the reso 
nance frequency. 

[0012] As described above, an inverter With a con?gura 
tion using a pieZoelectric transformer alloWs driving of the 
pieZoelectric transformer to be controlled so that a constant 
current ?oWs in the cold-cathode tube 17. 

[0013] In order to prevent variations in luminance of the 
cold-cathode tube, for example, the folloWing drive methods 
have been proposed. In one driving method, as shoWn in 
FIG. 9, tWo pieZoelectric transformers 22 and 23 are driven 
in parallel With each other and a cold-cathode tube 21 is 
alloWed to emit light With tWo AC voltage signals V1 and V2 
Whose phases are different from each other by 180°. In 
another driving method, using a pieZoelectric transformer 61 
With a con?guration shoWn in FIG. 10, tWo output elec 
trodes 4L and 4R of the pieZoelectric transformer 61 are 
connected to tWo input terminals 641 and 642 of a cold 
cathode tube 64, respectively, as shoWn in FIG. 11. 

[0014] In such drives, in an operation carried out in the 
drive shoWn in FIG. 15, it is necessary to feedback a current 
?oWing in the cold-cathode tube to control the frequency 
and voltage. Alternatively, feedback is carried out through 
detection of luminance of the cold-cathode tube. 

[0015] In order to obtain a constant luminance of the 
cold-cathode tube, a current ?oWing in the cold-cathode tube 
is controlled through detection of an output current or 
voltage of the pieZoelectric transformer (for eXample, by the 
output current detecting circuit 24 or the output voltage 
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comparing circuit 25 shown in FIG. 9) or through detection 
of a current ?owing in a re?ector. 

[0016] In the conventional drives for a piezoelectric trans 
forrner described above, the current ?owing in the cold 
cathode tube is controlled by the feedback of a voltage 
detected by the feedback resistance 18 (FIG. 15) connected 
to the cold-cathode tube. 

[0017] However, due to stray capacitance CX (FIGS. 9 
and 11) between a cold-cathode tube and a re?ector (a 
re?ector 26 shown in FIG. 9, a re?ector 65 shown in FIG. 
11), a current ?ows out to the re?ector from the cold-cathode 
tube. As a result, there has been a problem of variations in 
luminance of the cold-cathode tube. 

[0018] In order to solve this problem, JP 11(1999)-8087 A 
proposes a means for inputting voltages whose phases are 
different by 180° from respective ends of a cold-cathode 
tube. As shown in FIG. 12A, however, when voltages are 
applied to one cold-cathode tube 51 as shown in FIG. 12A 
or to two cold-cathode tubes 51 and 52 connected with each 
other in series as shown in FIG. 13A, 21 current ?ows out 
from the cold-cathode tube to the re?ector (a current IXa on 
the (+) side shown in FIG. 12B and a current IXb on the (+) 
side shown in FIG. 12C) on a higher-voltage side (the side 
to which a voltage V1 is applied during a period ta, the side 
to which a voltage V2 is applied during a period tb). On the 
other hand, a current ?ows into the cold-cathode tube from 
the re?ector (a current IXa on the (—) side shown in FIG. 12B 
and a current IXb on the (—) side shown in FIG. 12C) on a 
lower-voltage side (the side to which a voltage V1 is applied 
during a period tb, the side to which a voltage V2 is applied 
during a period ta). 
[0019] Therefore, an output current from the pieZoelectric 
transforrner contains both a current Ia ?owing only in the 
cold-cathode tube and leakage currents bra and IXb (IX) 
?owing in the stray capacitance CX. During emission by the 
cold-cathode tube, the cold-cathode tube is handled as a 
resistive load. Therefore, a current participating in the lurni 
nance of the cold-cathode tube is only an active current 
Ia=Icos0 (0 indicates a phase difference between an output 
voltage and an output current from the pieZoelectric trans 
former as shown in FIG. 16) of a current (I) output from the 
pieZoelectric transforrner. In other words, the leakage cur 
rent IX ?owing in the re?ector through the stray capacitance 
CX becomes a reactive current and thus does not participate 
in the luminance of the cold-cathode tube. 

[0020] Hence, in the drives for a pieZoelectric transformer 
with the con?gurations as shown in FIGS. 9 and 11, the 
output current detecting circuit 24, 62 detects the current Ia 
?owing in the cold-cathode tube together with the leakage 
current IX caused by the stray capacitance CX formed by, for 
example, the cold-cathode tube and the re?ector. If the stray 
capacitance CX formed by the re?ector were constant, the 
current ?owing in the cold-cathode tube would be controlled 
to be constant with consideration given to the constant 
capacitance CX. However, the stray capacitance CX varies 
and it therefore is dif?cult to control the current Ia ?owing 
in the cold-cathode tube so that the current la is constant. 
This causes variations in lurninance arnong inverters, or the 
like. In addition, similarly in the case of a drive with two 
pieZoelectric transforrners, it is dif?cult to control a tube 
current. 

[0021] In JP 11(1999)-27955 A, a leakage current and a 
tube current are detected by a stray capacitance current 
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detecting circuit and a tube current detecting circuit, respec 
tively, and thus a tube current is controlled. In the method 
disclosed in JP 11(1999)-27955 A, however, in a pieZoelec 
tric transforrner allowing an output voltage to be constant by 
control of a drive frequency, the impedance depending on 
stray capacitance varies when the frequency of a leakage 
current caused by the stray capacitance varies. Accordingly, 
the magnitude of the leakage current varies. As a result, 
when a circuit is intended to be con?gured with consider 
ation also given to an in?uence of the frequency, a compli 
cated control circuit is required. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0022] Therefore, with the foregoing in mind, it is an 
object of the present invention to provide a method and unit 
for driving a small high-ef?ciency pieZoelectric transforrner 
allowing a cold-cathode tube to have a stable lurninance 
through removal of an in?uence of a reactive current as a 
leakage current caused by stray capacitance between the 
cold-cathode tube and a re?ector and through accurate 
control to obtain a constant tube current. 

[0023] In order to achieve the above-mentioned object, a 
?rst method of driving a pieZoelectric transforrner according 
to the present invention includes: stepping up a voltage input 
from a primary terminal of a pieZoelectric transforrner by 
using a pieZoelectric effect and outputting a voltage stepped 
up by using the pieZoelectric effect to two terminals of a 
cold-cathode tube from two secondary terminals of the 
pieZoelectric transforrner; detecting a phase difference 
between the voltage applied to the cold-cathode tube and a 
current ?owing in the cold-cathode tube; detecting an active 
current ?owing in the cold-cathode tube based on the phase 
difference; comparing the active current with a predeter 
rnined set value; and controlling the driving of the pieZo 
electric transforrner so that the active current ?owing in the 
cold-cathode tube has a value equal to the predetermined set 
value. 

[0024] In order to achieve the above-mentioned object, a 
second method of driving pieZoelectric transforrners accord 
ing to the present invention includes: inputting a voltage 
from a primary terminal of a ?rst pieZoelectric transforrner 
by using a pieZoelectric effect and outputting a voltage 
stepped up by using the pieZoelectric effect to one terminal 
of a cold-cathode tube from a secondary terminal of the ?rst 
pieZoelectric transforrner; inputting a voltage from a primary 
terminal of a second pieZoelectric transforrner by using the 
pieZoelectric effect and outputting a voltage stepped up by 
using the pieZoelectric effect to the other terminal of the 
cold-cathode tube from a secondary terminal of the second 
pieZoelectric transforrner; detecting a phase difference 
between the voltage applied to the cold-cathode tube and a 
current ?owing in the cold-cathode tube; detecting an active 
current ?owing in the cold-cathode tube based on the phase 
difference; comparing the active current with a predeter 
rnined set value; and controlling driving of the ?rst and 
second pieZoelectric transforrners so that the active current 
?owing in the cold-cathode tube has a value equal to the 
predetermined set value. 

[0025] In the ?rst and second driving rnethods, preferably, 
the cold-cathode tube includes one or more cold-cathode 
tubes connected in series. 

[0026] In order to achieve the above-mentioned object, a 
?rst drive for a pieZoelectric transforrner according to the 
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present invention includes: a piezoelectric transformer for 
inputting a voltage from its primary terminal by using a 
piezoelectric effect and outputting a voltage stepped up by 
using the pieZoelectric effect from its tWo secondary termi 
nals; a drive circuit for driving the pieZoelectric transformer; 
a variable oscillation circuit for outputting a variable-fre 
quency voltage to the drive circuit; a cold-cathode tube With 
tWo terminals to Which the voltage output from the tWo 
secondary terminals of the pieZoelectric transformer is 
applied; a current detecting circuit for detecting a current 
?oWing in the cold-cathode tube; a voltage detecting circuit 
for detecting the voltage applied to the cold-cathode tube; a 
phase difference detecting circuit for detecting a phase 
difference betWeen a current signal output from the current 
detecting circuit and a voltage signal output from the voltage 
detecting circuit; an active current detecting circuit for 
detecting an active current ?oWing in the cold-cathode tube 
based on the current signal output from the current detecting 
circuit and the phase difference detected in the phase dif 
ference detecting circuit; and an oscillation control circuit 
for comparing the active current detected in the active 
current detecting circuit With a predetermined set value and 
controlling an oscillation frequency of the variable oscilla 
tion circuit so that the active current has a value equal to the 
predetermined set value. 

[0027] In order to achieve the above-mentioned object, a 
second drive for pieZoelectric transformers according to the 
present invention includes: a ?rst pieZoelectric transformer 
for inputting a voltage from its primary terminal by using a 
pieZoelectric effect and outputting a voltage stepped up by 
using the pieZoelectric effect from its secondary terminal; a 
second pieZoelectric transformer for inputting a voltage 
from its primary terminal by using the pieZoelectric effect 
and outputting a voltage stepped up by using the pieZoelec 
tric effect from its secondary terminal; drive circuits for 
driving the ?rst and second pieZoelectric transformers With 
signals Whose phases are different from each other by 180°, 
respectively; variable oscillation circuits for outputting vari 
able-frequency voltages to the drive circuits, respectively; a 
cold-cathode tube With one terminal to Which the voltage 
output from the secondary terminal of the ?rst pieZoelectric 
transformer is applied and the other terminal to Which the 
voltage output from the secondary terminal of the second 
pieZoelectric transformer is applied; a current detecting 
circuit for detecting a current ?oWing in the cold-cathode 
tube; a voltage detecting circuit for detecting the voltage 
applied to the cold-cathode tube; a phase difference detect 
ing circuit for detecting a phase difference betWeen a current 
signal output from the current detecting circuit and a voltage 
signal output from the voltage detecting circuit; an active 
current detecting circuit for detecting an active current 
?oWing in the cold-cathode tube based on the current signal 
output from the current detecting circuit and the phase 
difference detected in the phase difference detecting circuit; 
and an oscillation control circuit for comparing the active 
current detected in the active current detecting circuit With 
a predetermined set value and controlling oscillation fre 
quencies of the variable oscillation circuits so that the active 
current has a value equal to the predetermined set value. 

[0028] In order to achieve the above-mentioned object, a 
third method of driving pieZoelectric transformers according 
to the present invention includes: inputting a voltage from a 
primary terminal of a ?rst pieZoelectric transformer by using 
a pieZoelectric effect and outputting a voltage stepped up by 
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using the pieZoelectric effect to one terminal of a cold 
cathode tube from a secondary terminal of the ?rst pieZo 
electric transformer; inputting, by using the pieZoelectric 
effect, a voltage from a primary terminal of a second 
pieZoelectric transformer having a phase identical With that 
of the voltage input to the ?rst pieZoelectric transformer, and 
outputting a voltage stepped up by using the pieZoelectric 
effect having a different phase from that of the voltage 
output from the ?rst pieZoelectric transformer by 180° to the 
other terminal of the cold-cathode tube from a secondary 
terminal of the second pieZoelectric transformer; and alloW 
ing the cold-cathode tube to emit light. 

[0029] Preferably, the third driving method further 
includes: detecting a phase difference betWeen the voltage 
applied to the cold-cathode tube and a current ?oWing in the 
cold-cathode tube; detecting an active current ?oWing in the 
cold-cathode tube based on the phase difference; comparing 
the active current With a predetermined set value; and 
controlling driving of the ?rst and second pieZoelectric 
transformers so that the active current ?oWing in the cold 
cathode tube has a value equal to the predetermined set 
value. 

[0030] In order to achieve the above-mentioned object, a 
third drive for pieZoelectric transformers according to the 
present invention includes: a ?rst pieZoelectric transformer 
for inputting a voltage from its primary terminal by using a 
pieZoelectric effect and outputting a voltage stepped up by 
using the pieZoelectric effect from its secondary terminal; a 
second pieZoelectric transformer for inputting, by using the 
pieZoelectric effect, a voltage from its primary terminal 
having a phase identical With that of the voltage input to the 
?rst pieZoelectric transformer, and outputting, from its sec 
ondary terminal, a voltage stepped up by using the pieZo 
electric effect having a different phase from that of the 
voltage output from the ?rst pieZoelectric transformer by 
180°; drive circuits for driving the ?rst and second pieZo 
electric transformers With signals Whose phases are identical 
With each other, respectively; a variable oscillation circuit 
for outputting a variable-frequency voltage to the drive 
circuits; a cold-cathode tube With one terminal to Which the 
voltage output from the secondary terminal of the ?rst 
pieZoelectric transformer is applied and the other terminal to 
Which the voltage output from the secondary terminal of the 
second pieZoelectric transformer is applied; a current detect 
ing circuit for detecting a current ?oWing in the cold-cathode 
tube; a voltage detecting circuit for detecting the voltage 
applied to the cold-cathode tube; a phase difference detect 
ing circuit for detecting a phase difference betWeen a current 
signal output from the current detecting circuit and a voltage 
signal output from the voltage detecting circuit; an active 
current detecting circuit for detecting an active current 
?oWing in the cold-cathode tube based on the current signal 
output from the current detecting circuit and the phase 
difference detected in the phase difference detecting circuit; 
and an oscillation control circuit for comparing the active 
current detected in the active current detecting circuit With 
a predetermined set value and controlling an oscillation 
frequency of the variable oscillation circuit so that the active 
current has a value equal to the predetermined set value. 

[0031] In order to achieve the above-mentioned object, a 
fourth drive for pieZoelectric transformers according to the 
present invention includes: a pair of current amplifying 
circuits for amplifying currents converted from AC voltages 














